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　　Abstract 　　Based on the analysis of the single-stage classifi cat ion results obtained by the multi temporal SPOT 5 and Landsat

7 ETM +multispect ral images separately and the derived variogram texture , the best data combinations for each land cover class are se-

lected , and the hierarchical it erat ive classif ication is then applied for land cover mapping.The proposed classif icat ion method combines the
mult itemporal images of dif ferent resolutions w ith the image texture , w hich can greatly improve the classification accuracy.The method

and st rategies p roposed in the study can be easily transferred to other similar applications.

　　Keywords:　multitemporal , iterative classification , texture , land cover , image classification.

　　Land cover classification is one of the most wide-
ly used applications of remote sensing.The use of

multitemporal remote sensing data in land cover clas-
sification is one of the effect ive methods of obtaining

accurate land cover/ land use data.For a particular

image , dif ferent land cover types of ten show a similar

spectral response and are difficult to separate.The
advantage of using mult itemporal data is that different

vegetation types show different spect ral characteristics

in spect ral bands acquired at different dates[ 1] .A-
mong the multitemporal classification methods , the
hierarchical classification is one of the most often used

methods[ 2 ,3] .The hierarchical classification method is
also called layered classification

[ 2]
, mult i-stage classi-

f ication[ 2] o r stepwise hybrid classification[ 3] .This
classification method uses stepw ise classification strat-
egy.In every step(or level), one or mo re land cover
types are ex t racted using different data combinations ,
which can more effectively take advantage of different

data sets and classification algorithms and thus higher

classification accuracy can be achieved than sing le-
stage classification.The classificat ion st rategies used

in dif ferent classification experiments are varied , de-
pending on the image data used and land cover types

to be classified.In the previous hierarchical classifica-
tion , sing le parameters (e.g .vegetat ion indices)
were used as the threshold for a certain type

[ 2]
.In

these studies , spatial correlation betw een pixel and its
neighbors w as ignored , and the data used usually

have the same resolution.The purpose of this paper is

to perform land cover classif icat ion of multisource

dataset , including the multitemporal images w ith dif-
ferent resolutions as well as the tex tural info rmation ,
using a hierarchical iterative approach.

1　Study area and data

The area surrounding the Hengshui Lake in

Hebei Province w as selected as the study area (Fig.
1).This area is the only state-level wetland in North
China , and it is an ext remely flat agricultural area.
The main crops in the area include cot ton , winter
w heat and corn , and the winter wheat and co rn are

planted in rotation.The other less common crops in-
clude apple and pear , and other vegetation types in-
clude woodland , reed and grassland.In early July ,
corn is planted , the ground is not fully covered by the
corn.Other vegetation types flourish at this time.In
September , different vegetation types reveal dif ferent
g rowing conditions.

Follow ing the crop phenology and the growing

season of the vegetation in the study area , the SPOT
5 multispect ral data(10m/pixel)acquired in Septem-
ber 2002 and the LANDSAT 7 ETM +multispect ral

data(30m/pixel for bands 1—5 and band 7)acquired
in July 2001 w ere used in this study.The data w ith
different resolutions could provide complementary in-
formation for land cover classification.

The SPOT 5 image w as f irst geometrically cor-



rected using topographic maps of scale 1∶10000.The
ETM + image w as coregistered w ith georeferenced

SPOT 5 image and resampled to 10 m/pixel.The
RMS error of the regist ration is less than 0.35 pixels

(3.5m).No atmospheric correction w as conducted ,
since the classif ication w as perfo rmed on composite

data acquired in dif ferent dates
[ 4]
.A subscene of

2180×2060 pixels w as used in the study (Fig.1).

Fig.1.　SPOT 5 image of the study area(Band 4).

　　The study area is divided into 10 land cover/ land
use types(Table 1)according to the vegetation types
and land use in the study area.

Table 1.　Main land cover classes in the study area and the t raining and

test samples used

Land core types Training samples Test samples

1 Ru ral residence 3303 7657

2 Bare land 1801 2194

3 Cotton 3681 4105

4 Water body 5083 4745

5 Corn 7950 12777

6 Reed 5322 5774

7 Grassland 299 134

8 Woodland 608 572

9 Orchard 2750 2536

10 U rban 3414 3004

Total 34211 43498

2　Methods

The hierarchical classification method proposed

in this paper can be summarized as follow s:The max-
imum likelihood(ML)classifier w as fi rst used for the

classification of dif ferent data combinat ions.The se-
quence of the final hierarchical classification w as then

determined based on the analysis of results of the sin-
gle-stage classifications of dif ferent data combina-
tions.The data sets used in sing le-stage classif icat ion
process include the original spectral data and the im-
age tex ture derived f rom the spectral data.Moreover ,
since the data w ith dif ferent resolutions w ere used , it
w ould be better to choose the appropriate resolut ion

fo r the classification of each class based on the single-
stage classification results using the images of differ-
ent resolutions.

Improved spatial resolution does not always lead

to bet ter classif ication results fo r land cover mapping

w ith conventional spect ral classif ication[ 5] .The clas-
sif ication accuracy is a function of two counteracting

factors.The first factor is that finer spatial resolut ion
can result in an increase in the number of pure pixels

and a decrease in the number of mixed pixels.This
factor can increase the classif ication accuracy.On the

other hand , the finer the spatial resolution , the larger
the number of detectable sub-class elements.This im-
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plies that high within-class spect ral variance of land
cover classes decreases their spect ral separability and

results in lower classification accuracy.As a result , as
the spat ial resolution becomes finer , the classification
accuracies may increase for some land cover types ,
but the classification accuracies may decrease fo r the

land cover types w ith high w ithin-class variability.
Thus , for those classes with high within-class vari-
ability , the classification using low resolution data

may produce higher accuracies.The overall effect on
classification depends not only on the spatial resolu-
tion of the image but also on the land cover type to be

classified.

The incorpo ration of image texture into image

classification is one of the important methods fo r im-
proving the classification accuracy.In this paper ,
variog ram in geostatistics is used as tex ture measure ,
which is described as[ 6]

γ(h)=
1

2N(h)∑
N(h)

i=1
[ DN(xi +h)-DN(x i)]

2
,

(1)
where N(h)is the number of pixel pairs at distance
of h (lag distance), DN(·)is the gray level values
of pixels at the locations x i and xi +h.Equation(1)
quantitatively describes the spatial co rrelation be-
tween pixels and has been widely used in ex traction of

texture and image classif ication
[ 7 ,8]

.

There are three parameters to be determined in

the ex t raction of geostatistical tex ture:the moving

w indow size , the size and direct ion of the lag dis-
tance.The lag distance of 1 pixel and the average of
the four main directions (NS , EW , NW-SE , NE-
SW , called omnidirectional)were used in the study.
The window size w as determined by the trials.The
w indow sizes of 3×3 , 5×5 , 7×7 , and 9×9 were
investigated for texture computation.The results in-
dicate that the error(misclassification)at edge is still
very large even the w indow size of 3×3 pixels w as
used.In order to reduce the edge effect , four pixels
surrounding the central pixel(EW , NS)are consid-
ered for image tex ture calculation.The method is

called 4-neighbor methods , and it can be described by

γi , j =
1

2×4[(DNi , j -DN i+1 , j)
2

+(DN i , j -DNi , j+1)
2
+(DN i , j -DN i-1 , j)

2

+(DN i , j -DNi , j-1)
2] , (2)

where DN i , j is the digital value of pixel at location

(i , j), γi , j is the tex ture value of pixel at location
(i , j).Since the SPOT 5 image has higher spatial

resolution and correspondingly mo re spatial informa-
tion , SPOT 5 image was used to compute the tex-
ture.

The data combinations used in the land cover

classification include single-date SPOT 5 multispect ral

image (4 bands), single-date ETM + multispect ral

image (bands 1—5 and 7 , total 6 bands), composites
of SPOT and ETM +images , multitemporal classif i-
cations inco rporating image texture , and principal

component analysis based mult itemporal classifica-
tion.The training and test samples used for classifica-
tion(Table 1)were separately selected f rom the im-
age using field data , exist ing land use maps and topo-
graphic maps (at scale 1∶10000).The classif icat ion
accuracy was computed using the confusion matrix.

The hierarchical iterative classification method is

determined based on the sing le-stage classification re-
sults using the above data combinations.The basic

principle can be summarized as follow s:All the sin-
gle-stage classif icat ion results obtained were first com-
pared according to the classif ication accuracy and the

data combinat ions having the highest accuracy for sin-
gle class are chosen.The hierarchical classif icat ion

w as then performed by a sequence , which is decided
by comparing the classification accuracies of the dif-
ferent land cover types.In the hierarchical iterative

classification approach , land cover types are classified
one or two at a time , and the data combination used

in each iteration is different.At each iteration , the
data combination that provides the best result (high-
est accuracy)among the classes that remain to be

classified is selected.At each step the best data com-
bination for a certain class w as used for the classifica-
tion of that class.The class classified in each step was
ext racted and masked out f rom the image.The pro-
cess is done for the remaining classes step by step un-
til the iterative method can not improve the classifica-
tion accuracies of these types any mo re.Finally , ML
classification is done for the finally remaining classes

using an appropriate data combination.

The best data combinations for individual classes

were selected using the follow ing rule.Since the clas-
sif ication accuracy for individual land cover types in-
cludes the producer' s accuracy and the user' s accura-
cy , the data combination w ith both the highest pro-
ducer' s accuracy and the highest user' s accuracy was
selected for the class.Otherw ise , the combinat ion

w ith the highest sum of the producer' s accuracy and

user' s accuracy w as chosen.
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The rules for determining the iterative classifica-
tion sequence are as follow s:

1)The class wi th bo th the higher producer' s ac-
curacy and the higher user' s accuracy is selected to be
classified first;

2)the class w ith higher sum of the producer' s
accuracy and the user' s accuracy is fi rst ext racted;

3)if the sums of the producer' s accuracy and

the user' s accuracy for two classes are equal or thei r
difference is less than 1%, the data combination with
higher producer' s accuracy is first used for classifica-
tion.

To obtain higher classification accuracy , it is de-
sirable to use spatial smoothing or filtering .A 3×3
pixels majo rity filtering is applied to the classified im-
age.

3　Results and discussions

The confusion matrix for the classification with

4-band SPOT 5 multispectral image alone is shown in

Table 2.From the table , the overall accuracy is

74.14%.The accuracies for individual classes varied
considerably .The classes cot ton and w ater body have
the highest accuracies , since they have unique and

relatively homogeneous spectral features.Other vege-

tation classes have different producer' s and user' s ac-
curacies since the vegetation classes have similar spec-
t ral responses.The class w oodland is small in size and
have similar spectral feature to other vegetation class-
es , thus it has low classif ication accuracy.The confu-
sion betw een rural residence and bareland is signif i-
cant in this classification.

The classification accuracy using ETM + is

81.75%, slight ly higher than that using SPOT 5

alone.However , the accuracies fo r some classes like
cot ton and w ater body in ETM + classif ication are

much low er than those in SPOT 5 classification.It is
interesting that the classif icat ion accuracy of the class

urban in ETM + classif ication is significantly higher

than that in SPOT 5 classif ication , 3%higher in the

producer' s accuracy , and 14%higher in the user' s
accuracy.The results suggest that the ETM + data

may be superior to SPOT data for discriminating class

urban.The main reason fo r this is that the class ur-
ban is highly heterogeneous , which has high w ithin-
class v ariability.Greater pixel size of ETM + data

(compared to pixel size of SPOT 5 data)can alleviate
some of the spatial/ spect ral heterogeneity caused by

w ithin-class variability.As a result , the class urban

has higher accuracy in ETM + classification.Other
classes have similar accuracies in the tw o classifica-
tions.

Table 2.　Confusion matrix for the SPOT 5 classificationa) (Uni t:%)

Rural

residence

Bare

land
Cot ton

Water

body
Corn Reed

Grass-
land

Woodland Orchard Urban
Producer' s
accuracy

User' s
accu racy

Rural Residence 61.81 15.00 0　 0　 0　 0.07 0　 0　 0　 8.09 61.81 89.15

Bare land 23.85 82.13 0.02 0 0.05 3.79 0.75 0.17 0.32 0.60 82.13 46.41

Cot ton 0.04 0.09 94.45 0 0.09 0.03 0 0.35 0 0 94.45 99.49

Water body 0 0 0 99.30 0 0.09 0 0 0 0 99.30 99.89

Corn 0 0 2.63 0 56.37 0.33 0 22.03 14.67 0 56.37 92.02

Reed 0.26 0.91 2.27 0.27 14.54 84.90 1.49 39.51 2.60 0 84.90 68.08

G rassland 0.25 0.23 0 0 0.10 5.51 97.01 4.20 0.55 0 97.01 24.86

Woodland 0.29 0 0.61 0 12.19 2.82 0.75 26.40 2.56 0.43 26.40 7.56

Orchard 0.85 0.36 0.02 0 16.65 2.44 0 7.34 79.30 0.03 79.30 45.75

Urban 12.66 1.28 0 0.42 0 0.02 0 0 0 90.85 90.85 72.83

　　a)Overall accuracy:74.14;kappa coeffi cient:70.00

　　The classification accuracies for the composites of
the SPOT 5 and ETM+ images are higher than those

for the single-date SPOT 5 or ETM +image.Fo r ex-
ample , the classification accuracy fo r the 10-band
combination(4-band SPOT image and 6-band ETM

+ image (bands 1—5 and 7))is 12.86% higher

than the single-date SPOT image.For individual

classes , all classes have higher accuracies in multitem-

poral classifications w ith the exception of the class

cot ton , which indicates that multitemporal data can

ef fectively discriminate among vegetation classes.In
mul titemporal classification , the producer' s and user'
s accuracies for the class urban raise 3.79% and

8.17%, respectively .The accuracies for rural resi-
dence and bareland are similar in sing le-date and mul-
ti tempo ral classifications.
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The principal component analyses were per-
formed separately on the SPOT 5 image (4 bands)
and 4 bands f rom the ETM + image (bands 2 —5).
A combined 5-band database , called PC-8-5 combina-
tion , was fo rmed by combining the first three princi-
pal components from the SPOT 5 image w ith the first

tw o principal components from the ETM + image ,
based on sco res of the principal components.The
classification results indicate that the PC-8-5 combi-
nat ion has almost the same accuracy as the SPOT +
ETM combination (4-band SPOT and 4-band ETM

+(bands 2-5)), which suggests that principal com-
ponent analy sis can compress most av ailable informa-
tion to few principal components , which can reduce

the data volume and does not significant ly low er the

classification accuracy.

The datasets including bitemporal SPO T and

ETM + images and the tex ture images computed on

different SPOT 5 bands using variogram and 4-neigh-
bo r method w ere classified.The classification results

indicate that the data combination of the bitemporal

data and the tex ture images from SPOT band 1 and

band 3 has the highest accuracy among all data com-
binat ions.This multitempo ral classif ication incorpo-
rating texture images f rom SPOT bands 1 and 3 ob-
tained accuracy 2.10%higher than the multitemporal

classification wi th spect ral info rmation alone.More-
over , the classes with significant texture (variabili-
ty), such as rural residence , bareland and woodland ,
have higher accuracies in the classif icat ion incorporat-
ing the tex ture than in the classification wi th spect ral

information alone (Table 3).

Table 3.　Classifi cat ion accu racy for the combinations of multit emporal

data and tex turea) (Uni t:%)

Data combinat ion

SPOT+ETM6+T(G)+T(NI R)

Producer' s
accu racy

User' s
accuracy

Rural residence 69.58 97.49

Bareland 95.26 45.26

Cot ton 85.63 95.44

Water body 97.13 99.83

Corn 94.39 97.45

Reed 90.21 98.06

Grassland 82.09 88.71

Woodland 81.12 40.49

Orchard 97.87 99.56

Urban 96.24 78.90

　　a)SPOT:4-band SPOT 5 multi spect ral image;ETM 6:ETM +
bands 1—5 and 7;T(G):Texture f rom SPOT band 1;T(NIR)Tex-
tu re f rom SPOT band 3.Overall accuracy:89.10;Kappa coeffi cient:
87.00

　　I t can be found from the above results that when

using single-stage M L classification method , each da-
ta combination has its ow n advantage.Even for sin-
gle-stage classif icat ion w ith multi temporal data , a sig-
nificant improvement in the classification accuracy can

be achieved for some classes.However , the improve-
ment is still marginal for other classes.Therefore , it
is desirable to adopt the hierarchical classif icat ion

(multi-stage classification)strategy to combine all the
best combinations and to improve the overall accuracy

and the accuracies of individual classes.

The best combinations fo r individual classes and

the sequence of hierarchical classification are show n in

Table 4.Table 5 presents the confusion matrix of the
hierarchical iterative classif ication.

Table 4.　The sequence of hierarchical classifi cat iona) (Uni t:%)

Order Class Best data combinat ion
Original producer' s

accuracy/ user' s accu racy

1 Water body SPOT 99.30 / 99.89

2 Orchard SPOT+ETM6+T(G)+T(NIR) 97.87 / 99.56

3 Cot ton SPOT 94.45 / 99.49

4 Corn PC-8-5+T(G)+T(NIR) 95.96 / 98.76

5 Reed SPOT+ETM4 90.04 / 98.54

6 Urban ETM6 93.71 / 86.72

7 Grassland SPOT+ETM6+T(G)+T(NIR) 82.09 / 88.71

8 Rural residence SPOT+T(G)+T(NI R)+T(R)+T(SWIR) 74.22 / 91.78

Bare land 84.41 / 59.00

Woodland 81.12 / 40.49

　　a)SPOT:4-band SPOT 5 multispect ral image;ETM6:ETM+ bands 1—5 and 7;ET M4:ETM+ bands 2—5;PC-8-5:5 principal compo-
nents from SPOT 5 and ETM4;T(G):texture from SPOT band 1;T(R):texture f rom SPOT band 2;T(NIR):t exture f rom SPOT band 3;T
(SWIR):textu re f rom SPOT band 4.

　　It can be seen from Table 5 that the overall clas-
sification accuracy for the hierarchical classif ication is

93.14%, which is 4.34% higher than the single-
stage classification using bitemporal image and tex-
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ture , 20% higher than the single-date SPOT 5 im-
age.Both the producer' s accuracies and the user' s
accuracies fo r most classes significant ly increase:the
producer' s accuracies for individual classes range f rom
82.84% to 99.30%, while the user' s accuracies fo r
most classes are higher than 88.45%.The user' s ac-
curacy for class bareland is 67.26%, 8.26% higher

than that for single-date SPOT image.The only ex-

ception is the class w oodland having low user' s accu-
racy of 35.14%.This is due to the small size of the
w oodland and the interplant w ith corn and co tton , as
well as the similar spect ral features , so there are

many mixed pixels for this class in the image.Con-
sidering this situation , higher resolution images can

be used to reduce the mixed pixels and improve the

classification accuracy.

Table 5.　Confusion mat rix for hierarchical it erat ive classificationa) (Uni t:%)

Rural

residence

Bare-
land

Cot ton
Water

body
Corn Reed

Grass-
land

Wood-
land

Orchard Urban
Producer' s
accuracy

User' s
accu racy

Rural residence 86.89 10.44 0　 0　 0　 0.02 0　 0　 0　 5.89 86.89 94.12

Bareland 8.75 88.38 0.19 0.19 0.32 3.78 2.24 0.35 0 0.07 88.38 67.26

Cot ton 0 0.05 93.52 0 0.05 0 0 0.87 0 0 93.52 99.69

Water body 0 0 0 99.30 0 0 0 0 0 0 99.30 100.00

Corn 0 0 2.44 0 96.56 0 0 2.97 0.16 0 96.56 99.03

Reed 0 0 0.15 0.30 0 90.61 0 10.31 0.04 0 90.61 98.49

G rassland 0 0 0 0 0 0.17 82.84 0.52 0 0 82.84 89.52

Woodland 0.03 0.55 3.70 0.17 3.08 5.04 14.93 84.97 0.75 0 84.97 35.14

Orchard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 99.05 0 99.05 100.00

Urban 4.34 0.59 0 0.04 0 0.38 0 0 0 94.04 94.04 88.45

　　a)Overall accuracy:93.44;Kappa coef ficient:92.18

4　Conclusions

The results presented in the paper indicate that

the hierarchical i terative classification method is one

of the effective methods fo r achieving highly accurate

land cover info rmation.The method proposed in the

study combines the temporal information , different
resolution and spat ial texture informat ion , which uses
the best combination for each class and reduces the

confusion betw een dif ferent classes , thus improving
the overall accuracy and the accuracies of individual

classes.The method and st rategy proposed in the pa-
per can be easily applied to other applications.
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